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Introduction
Mobile applications are key to leveraging the power, value and return on investment of your mobile
solutions. Pocket Browser can significantly reduce the time and cost associated with mobile application
development. This feature-rich, mobile application development tool is designed to allow Web developers to
rapidly create robust mobile applications that can include a wide range of advanced data capture capabilities.
Whether you want to streamline your warehouse, delivery or service operations, or enable more robust asset
tracking or visibility, Pocket Browser will help you get your enterprise mobility solution up and running
faster and more cost efficiently.
HotFix CFE (Cumulative Fixes from Engineering) Package includes multiple SPR Hotfixes contained into a
single package. The HotFix CFE Package helps the end users to keep up to date with all the SPR hotfixes for
given product software release / revision.
HotFix CFE packages are validated only by engineering validation team and the package follows Zebra
Technologies HotFix Package Policy. Click here to view HotFix Package Policy. HotFix Support Policy

Description
In this hot fix CFE the following issue have been resolved:
SPR NO
30441

Synopsis
Pocket Browser (PB) v3.1 scanner output data is not transmitted correctly, it is skipping some
characters, i.e. backslash, dollar sign.

Content
PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab - PB hotfix package with Warm boot
PBv31011_CFE_NB.cab - PB hotfix package without Warm boot
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Installation Requirements
The following prerequisites are required before installing this hot fix:
Microsoft ActiveSync or Windows Mobile Device Center
Pocket Browser version 3.1.0.1 installed on the device

Installation Instructions
For Normal installation of the PATCH:
Windows Mobile Device Center (For Windows Desktops) Installation Instructions:
1.

Copy "PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab" file to the Application folder on the device.

2.

Deploy the solution by tapping on the "PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab" file.

3. After successful deployment of the "PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab" file, device will do an
automatic warm boot.
SD Cards / Micro SD cards Installation Instructions(Aplicable for MC91 and MC92):
1.

Copy "PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab" file to the SD card.

2.

Deploy the solution by tapping on the "PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab".

3.

After successful deployment of the "CFE PBv31011_CFE_WB.cab" file, device will do
an automatic warm boot.

For MSP or REMOTE installation of the PATCH:
1. Set up MDM (MSP, Soti, Airwatch, etc..) to send " PBv31011_CFE_NB.cab" file to
the application folder of the device.
2.

To deploy the solution, setup in MDM to install the cab file " PBv31011_CFE_NB.cab" file.

3.

Changes will take effect after a manual reboot of the terminal or if MDM reboots device.

Device Compatibility
The hot fix has been validated for the following devices and platforms:
Device
MC3190

Operating System
CE 6.0

Version Number and Release Date
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Pocket Browser 3.1.0.11 - Jun 2018.

Accumulated Fixes:
Pocket Browser 3.1.0.1
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